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Directions:
Travelling from Bude - take the main A39
towards Bideford, drive through
Kilkhampton and continue for 3 miles. You
will see a large solar farm on your right,
Woolley Cross will be your next left.
Travelling from Bideford - take the main A39
towards Bude. Approximately 1 mile after
the Westcountry Inn you will cross the
county border into Cornwall. The junction for
Woolley will be your next right.
From Woolley Cross: (applicable to both
routes). Continue to Woolley village green &
bear left, follow the road for approximately
300 yards. You will find the entrance on your
right hand side which is sign-posted.

Correspondence Address:
Meadowbrook, Red Post, Launcells,
Bude, Cornwall, EX23 9NW

FAQ - this is a condensed list of frequently asked questions

please see our website www.atlantic-rest.co.uk for more extensive answers.

Can I visit the site whenever I like? The site will be open 365 days a
year, from dawn until dusk.
Can I buy a plot in advance? Yes. Plots can also be bought when needed.
What type of grave is available? Only single depth graves are available,
you may purchase a single or double plot (side by side) or ashes plots.
Who will look after the site? It is cared for by Atlantic Rest Natural Burial
staff.
What happens when the site is full? Once the site is well established,
arrangements will be made with The Wildlife Trust for the site to be
transferred to them. There will be a Woodland Management Fee taken
aside from each plot sale and put aside in a ring-fenced fund that will also
transfer to the Trust with the site to ensure the ongoing maintenance. The
site will always be available as a public space.
Can I plant any trees or wild flowers myself? Yes, but only if obtained from Atlantic Rest Natural Burial.
Wildflower seeds will be supplied free of charge.
Is the site consecrated? No, the site is not consecrated. If you wish to have individual graves blessed - this is
welcome.
Who prepares the grave? Grave preparation will be carried out by Atlantic Rest Natural Burial staff for health
and safety purposes. If you wish, family can assist with backfilling of the grave.
Do I need a Funeral Director? You do not need a Funeral Director if you do not wish to use one. However
most families welcome the support of an experienced professional.
Do I need a Minister or Celebrant? Only if you would like to. Your family
could conduct your own service.
What about embalming? Embalmed bodies will not be accepted as a matter
of course.
Can I have a burial any time or day? Burials are encouraged between the
hours of 11am and 2pm and may take place Monday to Saturday.
What happens after the burial? Once interment takes place staff will back
fill the grave by hand; if the family wishes to help, please let us know in
advance. There will be opportunity for wild flower seeds to be scattered on
the soil if the family wish at a later date.
A letter will be sent to the family following interment with details of the burial
plot location. This will also be accompanied by the ANBG feedback form. If a
tree has been chosen it will be planted in the next planting season following
interment.
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“LEAVING A POSITIVE MEMORIAL FOR FUTURE
GENERATIONS AND CREATING A BEAUTIFUL
WOODLAND HABITAT”

South West Regional Runner Up of The People’s Awards 2016
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What is Natural Burial?
Natural burial is the term given to a burial
area that creates habitat for wildlife or
preserves existing habitats. Burials take
place using a biodegradable coffin or
shroud.

The format is up to you, but if you’d like help
planning the interment, please ask and we
will be able to guide you.
The graves are not marked with traditional
headstones, though the site of each grave is
carefully plotted and recorded.
You will not be responsible for any
maintenance. A percentage of each burial fee
will be placed in a safe-guarded fund and will
secure the future management of the site.
Site Plan:

Examples of permitted Coffins & Urns:

Cardboard
Willow

Bamboo

Wool
Pine
Bamboo & Cotton Shrouds
Why choose Natural Burial?
Natural burial is open to anyone; we
welcome people of all faiths or none.
Natural burial is ecologically sound and
nourishes the earth. You will have plenty
of time for the ceremony, and you may
visit the site at any time in the future.
Some may choose to have a service at a
place of worship followed by interment at
Atlantic Rest Natural Burial, and some may
choose to have a small gathering at the
graveside, where words of comfort may be
spoken or read. You may use the services of
a minister, celebrant or humanist.

Felt Bellacouche

Atlantic Rest Natural Burial - Price List
valid from 1st January 2019
Single Plot
Double Plot (side by side)
Interment Fee

£600
£1050
£425

Ashes Plot (inclusive)

£225

Infant – up to 3 years
Child - 4 to 16 years
(inclusive of interment)

£150
£350

Native Tree
Memorial Plaque

£65
£50

Tree must be chosen from our prescribed list and
will be supplied by Atlantic Rest Natural Burial.
Trees will be planted in the next planting season,
following interment. Price includes planting and
aftercare.
No scattering of ashes will be permitted.
When you purchase a plot at Atlantic Rest Natural
Burial, you are purchasing an Exclusive Right of
Burial; you are not buying the land but the legal
right to be buried in it. This will be granted for 25
years; after this time contact must be made with us
and the Right of Burial certificate will be re-issued
without incurring further cost.

Trees & Memorial Plaques:
When choosing to be buried in the woodland area you can choose to have a tree on your final
resting spot. You can choose from our list of native trees including : Alder Buckthorn, Cornish
Elm, Crab Apple, Elder, Guelder Rose, Hawthorn, Hazel, Holly, Rowan, Spindle and Wild Cherry.
All trees will be coppiced, this means that they will periodically be cut in order to allow all trees to
flourish. All graves will have wildflower seeds scattered upon them.
Memorial Plaques are now available - these consist of a slice of tree trunk and contain the first
and last name and years of birth and death. You may also choose from one of the designs which
are: foxglove, hare, primula, sheep, birds, a bee or a brimstone butterfly. These are intended to
degrade in time back to the earth.

There is no V.A.T. element to be added to the prices.

Sheridon Rosser:
01288 381 836 - 07775 726 907

www.atlantic-rest.co.uk
sheridon@atlantic-rest.co.uk

